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Never stop thinking

To us, it is natural to focus on environmental and safety considerations. Our production units are 
certified in accordance with the ISO 9001 (Quality) and ISO 14001 (Environmental Management) 
standards, and our products are CE and S-labelled.
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When we say we are thinking of you, we 
really mean it. 
Around the world, we’re visiting you 
as a consumer and are taking part in your 
everyday life. We do everything we can in 
order to understand your needs and the
problems you want solved. We don’t design 
for design sake, but for your sake. 
We devote time, our know-how and our insight 
towards developing appliances that will make 
you say “This is exactly what I wanted! How 
did you know?” 
The answer is simple: because we were
thinking of you when we made it. 

Today people are concerned about climate 
change and just like you; we want to make a 
difference. 

Electrolux has a broad approach to the en-
vironment, which includes setting criteria for 
products in terms of low consumption of elec-
tricity, water and gas, without compromising 
on functions and performance.

                             At Electrolux, we also main-
                             tain high environmental and
                             ethical standards in our faci-
                             lities and with our suppliers 
                             – no matter where in the 

world they are located.  We have a long-
standing reputation in the environment and 
corporate responsibility.
We have been recognized as being on the 
cutting-edge of developing energy and water 
efficient products.

See more of our thinking at
www.electrolux.com/sustainability.

Electrolux. Thinking of you.



We care about a safe treatment of your protective 
clothing

Fire Services and rescue personnel´s 
clothing demands specially adapted 
washing machines
The Fire Services and rescue service person-
nel now operate in a changing and complex 
world that puts increasing demands on the 
quality of the protective clothing they use.
In addition to fire and extreme temperatures, 
the clothing also has to be protected from 
water, chemicals and infection. European 
standards authorities have recognised that 
unless the correct laundry procedures are 
adhered to, the protective qualities of the 
garments may be ruined.

Impregnation and function
Overalls and jackets have to be impregnated 
against moisture with a specially adapted 
washing process. The requirements are 
stringent and the variations numerous. 
But our washing processes are designed to 
ensure that they meet the demands for every 
type of protective clothing exactly. Every time 
they are washed! The Electrolux Professional 
laundry Systems Fire Brigade Textile 
Protection is designed to restore full protec-
tion and comfort to the suit after every wash.
  The service life and protective characteristics 
of the suit depend on how the suit is cared 
for. And so do the life of the fire-fighters!

Keeping it safe and clean
The Electrolux Professional laundry Systems 

new processes uses washing programs 
that do not effect the inherent fire-retardant 
qualities of the different Nomex® based fire 
garments in use today, while still cleaning the 
garments effectively.
  The Nomex® materials are not water or oil 
shedding themselves. Nomex® has to be 
impregnated. However the impregnation-fluid 
washes out of the garment during cleaning 
and has to be replaced. 
  The Fire Brigade Textile Protection does 
just this. It is made to impregnate protective 
garments as a part of the washing process.

Re-using water and impregnation-fluids
The Fire Brigade Textile Protection uses 
a closed washing system to save both water 
and impregnation-fluids. 
  Surplus impregnation-fluids can be either 
re-used several times or taken care of for safe 
destruction by a retrieval system. The closed 
system saves both money and the environ-
ment!

We take responsibility for our products 
long after the installation
Every machine is built to operate in a tough 
environment for many years. As extra security, 
we also offer Full Service Agreements on all our 
machines. These agreements ensure that the 
products receive regular maintenance (inclu-
ding labour and materials), which reduces your 
total costs even further!
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Clean at the right temperature
Protective clothing is often heavily soiled 
by smoke, soot, asphalt, oil or blood, for 
example. These clothes have to be washed 
completely clean without damaging their 
important functions. Welded seams and re-
flectors must not be subjected to excessively 
high temperatures or mechanical wear. 
  A washing program for Fire Services and 
Rescue rescue service personnel must the-
refore be adapted to suit protective clothing 
coming from various manufacturers. 
  The principal environment in which the suits 
are used different kinds of dirt and other influ-
ences must also be taken into consideration.

A product range for every need
The Fire Brigade Textile Protection 
provides great flexibility. With the aid of a 
programmable microprocessor the system 
can create up to 99 perfect programs to suit 
every fire station´s special needs. 
  To increase the Fire Brigade Textile 
Protection product range with specially 
adapted products, we have developed a fire 
department drying cabinet that considerably 
cuts the drying time of protective clothes. 
  The main invention in this drying cabinet is 
the design of the hangers that allows the 
drying airflow to penetrate both the in- and 
outside of the garments.
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A proper treatment of your laundry comes down 
to a point of a lifesaving matter
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Let us turn your textile care into a success story

Wash in-house!
Washing protective clothes in-house involves special requirements on equipment and processes. No matter how large or 
small your department may be, washing protective clothing in-house will pay dividends in almost all cases.
All our washing machines can be fitted with special programmes or specifically programmed and adjusted to cover your 
textile care needs precisely. The most appropriate machine combination is defined by your current laundry needs.
Of course, we will be happy to pitch in with our knowledge and experience to help you put together the optimal textile care 
solution for your department!

A small department: 
1 x W475H + 1 x T4250
This combination generally covers the laundry needs of small 
companies exceptionally well. Just imagine: with your own 
Textile Care Room™, you can wash at any time of the day 
or night!

A medium sized department:
1 x W465H + 1 x T4190 + 1 x W4130H + 1 x T4350 + 
1 x TS4121
Here, we are talking about a greater need for flexible washing, 
where companies have to be able to deal with individual items 
and large loads of laundry at the same time. Some clothes 
also need to be hung up to dry. Our fire department drying 
cabinet considerably cuts the drying time of protective 
clothes such as overalls, jackets and trousers.

A large department:
1 x W475H + 2 x W4130H + 2 x T4350
A complete Textile Care Room™ for heavy-duty require-
ments – but still with the option of washing smaller loads or 
even individual items, as the AWS function that features in 
our small washing machines (up to 130 litres) automatically 
adapts electricity and water consumption to match the 
weight of the laundry loaded into the machine.
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Electrolux Laundry Systems Sweden AB

SE-341 80 Ljungby

Sweden 

Tel: +46 372 661 00

Fax: +46 372 133 90

www.electrolux.com/laundrysystems  

els.info@electrolux.com


